Abstract. We study the Lie ring niln of all strictly upper-triangular n × n matrices with entries in Z. Its complete homology for n ≤ 8 is computed.
and many are obtained from smaller ones as the cone of a chain map [ 
. The direct summands corresponding to permutations of (1, . . . , n) are generated by just one element, hence those contribute only to free part. We show that any other direct summand contributes only to torsion, so we get H * (nil n ; Q).
Complex. Let e ij be the matrix with all entries 0 except 1 in the position (i, j). The chain complex C * = Λ * nil n , due to Chevalley (1948) , is generated by wedges e a1b1 ∧. . .∧e a k b k , where 1 ≤ a i < b i ≤ n for all i. From now on, for the sake of brevity, we shall omit the ∧ symbols. The boundary is defined by ∂(e a1b1 . . . e a k b k ) = i<j (−1)
i+j [e aibi , e aj bj ]e a1b1 . . . e aibi . . . e aj bj . . . e a k b k ,
where [e ab , e cd ] equals e ad if b = c, equals −e cb if a = d, and equals 0 otherwise.
AMT. For some computations later on, we shall use algebraic Morse theory, so we include a short review of it. To a chain complex of free modules (C * , ∂ * ) we associate a weighted digraph Γ C * (vertices are basis elements of C * , weights of edges are nonzero entries of matrices ∂ * ). Then we carefully select a matching M in this digraph, so that its edges have invertible weights and if we reverse the direction of every e ∈ M in Γ B * , the obtained digraph Γ M C * contains no directed cycles and no infinite paths in two adjacent degrees. Under these conditions (i.e. if M is a Morse matching), the AMT theorem ( [8] , [4] , [6] ) provides a homotopy equivalent complex (C * ,∂ * ), spanned by the unmatched vertices in Γ M C * , and with the boundary∂ * of v ∈C k given by the sum of weights of directed paths in Γ M C * to all critical v ′ ∈C k−1 . For more details, we refer the reader to the three articles above (which specify the homotopy equivalence), or [7] for a quick introduction and formulation.
Subcomplexes
For a set M = {(a 1 , b 1 ), . . . , (a k , b k )} ⊆ {(i, j); 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} we denote e M = e a1b1 . . . e a k b k . For M i := {x; (i, x) ∈ M } we have e M = ∧ n−1 i=1 e {i}×Mi . We define the weight vector w(e M ) = ( w 1 , . . . , w n ) by w i = |{x; (x, i) ∈ M }|−|{y; (i, y) ∈ M }|, i.e. the number of times i appears on the right in e M minus the number of times i appears on the left in e M . Then n i=1 w i = 0. Every summand in ∂(e M ) has the same weight as e M . Therefore a submodule [ w] of Λ * nil n , spanned by the basis elements with weight w, forms a chain subcomplex which is a direct summand. Most equalities will be described more conveniently using the modified weight
Example 2.1. Let us take a look at bracket subcomplexes in Λ * nil n for n ≤ 4. Set S 2 consists of permutations of (1, 2). Furthermore, there holds 
Proof. Define τ (e ab ) = e n+1−b,n+1−a and τ (∧
, we obtain
so τ is a chain map. Since τ •τ = id, our τ is an isomorphism of chain complexes.
it is convenient to have indices in the codomain go from 2 to n+1 instead of from 1 to n. There holds w i (ϕ(e M )) = i−|{x; e x,i+1 ∈ ϕ(e M )}|+|{y; e i+1,y ∈ ϕ(e M )}| = i− |{x; e x,i+1 ∈ e M }|+ −1; e1,i+1∈eM 0 ; e1,i+1 / ∈eM + |{y; e i+1,y ∈ e M }|+ 1; e1,i+1 / ∈eM 0; e1,i+1∈eM = i+1−|{x; e x,i+1 ∈ e M }|+|{y; e i+1,y ∈ e M }| = w i+1 (e M ) for i < n and w n (ϕ(e M )) = n−|{x; e x,n+1 ∈ ϕ(e M )}|+|{y; e n+1,y ∈ ϕ(e M )}| = n−(
Length difference of e M and ϕ(e M ) is (
Thus ϕ is a well-defined bijection. Denoting M \x∪y := (M\{x})∪{y}, we have
for ε xy , ε ′ xy ∈ {1, −1}. Since [e y,n+1 , e x,y ] = −e x,n+1 , there is a minus before ε ′ xy . We must show that (−1)
is an isomorphism of chain complexes.
This establishes the first and second part of the claim.
If all elements in w = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) are distinct, then by applying Lemma 2.4 n times, we see that [[w] ] has only one generator, namely e π := i<j,wi>wj e ij , (2.1) which is the wedge of inversions of permutation w = π of (1, . . . ,n). Indeed, w k (e π ) = k − |{i; e ik ∈ e π }|+ |{j; e kj ∈ e π }| = k − |{i; i < k,
Let F n = {(w 1 , . . . , w n ) ∈ S n ; w i = w j for i = j} = {π(1, . . . , n); π ∈ S n }. In Lemma 4.2, we show that for w / ∈ F n the homology of [[w] ] has only torsion. Therefore the free part is F H * (nil n ) = w∈Fn [[w] ]. Thus we calculate what was already known to Kostant [5, 2] , who used the Laplacian method (the fact that dim H k (C * , ∂ * ) = dim Ker(∂ k+1 ∂ t k+1 +∂ t k ∂ k ) over Q) to obtain part (a) of the following result:
In words, the cohomology algebra over Q is isomorphic to the subalgebra of the polynomial exterior algebra, spanned by the inversions of all permutations.
Proof. (a) By definition (OEIS A008302), T (n, k) is the number of permutations of [n] which have k inversions, so the result follows from (2.1) and Lemma 4.2.
(b) For any α ∈ H i (g) and β ∈ H j (g), the cup product is given by
In our case, H * (nil n ; Q) is spanned by the duals {x π := e * π ; π ∈ S n }. Furthermore, (e * π ⌣ e * π ′ )(e M ) = 
, so x = e 1s · · · . By w t = 2, x = e 1s e {2,...,s,...,t−1}×{t} · · · . By w s = 2, x = [e 1s e {2,...,s−1}×{s} e {2,...,s,...,t−1}×{t} e M ] with no indices s and t in M .
Let
, so y = e 1t · · · . Since w s = 2, y = e 1t e {2,...,s−1}×{s} · · · . Since w t = 2, y = e 1t e {2,...,s−1}×{s} e {2,...,ŝ,...,t−1}×{t} e M with no indices s and t in M .
Since H k
Im∂ , its elements are sent by ∂ to F w t , so in x the only multiplication is [e 1s , e st ] = e 1t . Thus χ sends x → y and is bijective. Lemma 3.3. Let w = (2, w 2 , w 3 , . . . , w n ) and w ′ = (2, w 3 , . . . , w n , w 2 ). Then F
Proof. Define a linear map ϕ : 
and the result follows.
Recall that any chain map ϕ : B * → C * induces a chain complex D * = Cone ϕ, where D n = B n−1 ⊕ C n and ∂(b, c) = ∂(b), ϕ(b) − ∂(c) . Furthermore, there is an exact sequence . . (2, w 2 , . . . , w k , 3, 3, w k+3 , . . . , w n ) and w ′ = (w 2 −2, . . . , w k −2,
Proof. Let k =1, so w = (2,3,3 −→ e 1a e {2,...,k−1}×{k} e M and e {1,...,k−1}×{k} e ka e M e {1,...,b,...,k−1}×{k} e ba e M e 1b e {2,...,k−1}×{k} e ba e M e 1a e {2,...,k−1}×{k} e M for n M choices, e 1c e {2,...,k−1}×{k} e ba e M\{(b,c)} for (b, c) ∈ X.
(−1)
(2): Follows from (1), because B = F w k+1 and M / B ∼ = B 1 (we mod out B, so 2nd and 3rd summand in∂| A are 0, thus e {1,...,k−1}×{k} e ka e M → e 1a e {2,...,k−1}×{k} e M is a chain isomorphism). Ergo ϕ is the part of∂| A that goes to B.
(omit e 1n and index 1) and X = ∅ and n M = |{b ∈ {1, . . . , n−2}; (b, n) / ∈ M }| = n−1−(n−w n ) = w n −1.
Dwyer [1] reports how Kunkel proved that H * nil n has p-torsion for prime p < n−1. Now we can easily see that H * nil n also has p m -torsion for every p m < n−1:
Example 3.6. Let q = p m = n−2 and w = (2, 3, . . . , q +1, 2, q +1). By Lemma 3.5,
) is a permutation of (1, . . . , q +1) and |{(i, j); i < j, w
, Dwyer proved that there is no p-torsion in H * nil n for any prime p ≥ n−1. The next example shows that H * nil n can have p m -torsion for some p m ≥ n−1: Exact sequence . . . → H k+1 . Since ∂ i∈{3,4,5,7} e 17 e 2i e i8 e P = 4e 17 e 28 e P +e 18 e M ( * ) in F Let us compute ϕ * . In the proof of Lemma 3.5 for our case, a, b ∈ B and x := e 16 e 67 e 28 e P = e {1,...,5}×{6} e 67 e R ∈ A ∼ = B 1 for R = { (2, 8) , (3, 4) , (3, 5) , (3, 7) ,(4,5)}; ϕ(x) =∂(x) = ±n R e 17 e {2,...,5}×{6} e R ±e 18 e {2,...,5}×{6} e 27 e R\{(2,8)} = ±4b ±a. Proof. We use induction on n. 
